ARAX TILT ADAPTER
Operations manual
ARAX tilt adapter allows you use any ARAX (KIEV-C, Kiev-60,
PENTACON-six) lenses on 35mm digital and classic camera including
fulll-frame DSLR. It gives the 8 degree tilting possibility of lens and 360
degree rotation. The lens which you can use with this adapter should
have KIEV-C (Pentacon Six) mount. It is a full range of lenses
manufactured by ARSENAL factory (Kiev), Carl Zeiss Jena (Germany),
other lenses with PENTACON-six mount. There are no problem with
any lenses and infinity focus.
If adapter not tilted, it works like regular adapter ring.
Allows to focus on infinity independently from camera matrix size
and crop factor. Has no lens element, so it does not affect optical
performance.
Available for cameras: Nikon AI, Canon EOS, Canon FD, Minolta Dynax, Minolta MD, Sony A, Pentax K,
M42 (Zenit, Practica, etc.), Contax, Yashica, Leica R
Specifications:
o
o
• Tilt angle: from 0 smoothly up to 8
o
• Lens rotate: +/- 360
• Weight: 155 gramm
1. Lens installation. Do it exactly like you do it on camera. When installing the lens, it is necessary that guide
pin of the lens gets into slot on the adapter mouth. Then turning the ring 1 clockwise (from the lens side)
to secure the lens on the mount.
2. To remove the lens turn ring 1 counter-clockwise up to the stop and disconnect the lens from the adapter.
3. To install adapter to camera do it like you install the lens to camera. Use the handles 2, there are only
unmovable parts of adapter.
4. To tilt the lens, rotate the ring 3.
5. To rotate the lens, just rotate the installed lens clockwise or counter-clockwise to any angle. Do it with
little force. No any button or pin pushing necessary.

Look this instruction on YouTube http://youtube.com/araxfoto/
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